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Purpose: To evaluate the psychometric properties of glaucoma-specific quality of life
(QoL) item banks (GlauCAT) and assess their performance using computerized adaptive
testing (CAT) simulations.
Methods: In this cross-sectional study, 293 participants with glaucoma (mean age ± SD,
70.7 ± 13.2 years; 45% female) answered 342 items in 12 QoL item banks (IBs): Activity
Limitation (AL); Driving (DV); Convenience (CV); Economic (EC); Emotional (EM); General
Symptoms (GS); Health Concerns (HC); Lighting (LT); Mobility (MB); Ocular Surface
Symptoms (OS); Social (SC); and Visual Symptoms (VS). These IBs were assessed using
Rasch analysis, and CAT simulations with 1000 simulated respondents were utilized to
determine the average number of items to be administered to achieve moderate and
high precision levels.
Results: The AL, DV, EM, HC, LT, MB, EC, OS, SC, and VS IBs required relatively minor
amendments to achieve satisfactory psychometric fit. To resolve multidimensionality,
we split CV into Treatment Convenience (TCV) and General Convenience (GCV). Due to
poor measurement precision, the GS IB was not pursued further. This resulted in 12 total
IBs. In CAT simulations, an average of 3.7 and 7.3 items per IB were required to attain
measurement at moderate and high precision, respectively.
Conclusions: Following rigorous psychometric assessment, we developed 12 valid
glaucoma-specific QoL domains that can obtain highly precise person measure
estimates using a small number of items.
Translational Relevance: GlauCAT will enable researchers and clinicians to quickly and
comprehensively assess the impact of glaucoma and its associated interventions across
a range of QoL domains.

Introduction
Glaucoma, the commonest cause of irreversible
blindness globally, is projected to increase by over
70% by the year 2040.1 Not only does this blinding
disease impact substantially on a patient’s quality of

life (QoL),2 but treatment options to slow down disease
progression, including long-term topical medication
use and surgery,3,4 can also place a high burden on
patients in terms of costs and side effects.5–8
With the transition to value-based care models,
assessing the effectiveness of chronic disease interventions from the patient’s perspective using
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patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) is
crucial9 and is mandated by several regulatory
agencies.10 Although several vision- and glaucomaspecific fixed-length PROMs are available, most have
been developed and validated using classical test
theory, which, in addition to having several psychometric shortcomings, also requires all items within the
scale to be answered in order to arrive at an overall
estimate of an individual’s domain score.11–13 Current
paper-and-pencil PROMs therefore tend to focus on
only one or two QoL domains (e.g., task difficulty)
and have limited items within each domain so as to
minimize participant burden,14 resulting in suboptimal targeting of patients’ impairment level across the
spectrum of glaucoma severity.
These limitations can be addressed using modern
psychometric techniques such as item banking and
computerized adaptive testing (CAT). An item bank
(IB) is a pool of items (questions), calibrated according to difficulty, that measure a defined latent construct
such as visual functioning.15 CAT is a method for
administering items from a calibrated IB where, based
on a person’s previous responses, an algorithm selectively presents items that provide the greatest amount
of information, until a predefined stopping criterion is
reached.16 CAT therefore requires fewer items (∼7–10)
than fixed-length PROMs yet maintains similar precision, allowing for a more comprehensive understanding of the QoL impact of the disease under assessment.17,18
We have previously reported on the development
of content for a glaucoma-specific IB and CAT
instrument to assess the specific QoL impact of
glaucoma and its associated management strategies
(GlauCAT),19 as well as preliminary psychometric
evaluation of the Activity Limitation IB.20 Here, we
present a thorough assessment of the psychometric
properties of all IBs in GlauCAT in a clinical sample of
patients with glaucoma using Rasch analysis and evaluate the efficiency of the final calibrated IBs by simulating a CAT application.

tive glaucoma (XFG).21 All participants were recruited
between 2013 and 2014; had confirmed diagnoses
of glaucoma (POAG, XFG, angle closure, secondary
and normal tension); were ≥35 years of age; had
no significant hearing or cognitive impairment; and
had no other late-stage eye diseases. Face-to-face
interviews to administer all questionnaire materials
were conducted by trained research assistants after
obtaining each participant’s written informed consent.
Telephone interviews were offered if participants could
not, or found it inconvenient, to make a scheduled
visit to the study site, as several studies have found
very little difference in data quality between face-toface and telephone interviews.22–24 This study was
approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee
of the RVEEH (#11/1024H and #11/995H) and was
conducted according to the tenets of the Declaration
of Helsinki.

Methods

Humphrey visual field (VF) testing, using the 24-2
Swedish Interactive Thresholding Algorithm (SITA)Standard or 30-2 SITA-Standard test, was performed
to assess the extent of visual field loss, and the severity
was defined from the mean deviation (MD) thresholds
using the modified Hodapp–Parrish–Anderson criteria as early (MD > −6 dB), moderate (MD = −6 to
−12 dB), and advanced (MD < −12 dB) glaucoma.25
Refraction and best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA)
measurements were performed by a trained orthoptist/optometrist. BCVA was measured for each eye and
reported based on the logarithm of the minimum angle

Sample Population
We recruited 293 glaucoma patients from two
sources: (1) ophthalmic clinics at the Royal Victorian
Eye and Ear Hospital (RVEEH), and (2) participants
from the Glaucoma Initial Treatment Study (GITS),
a multicentered, cluster-randomized, controlled clinical trial comparing selective laser trabeculoplasty
and topical medication (eye drops) for patients with
primary open-angle glaucoma (POAG) and exfoliaDownloaded from intl.iovs.org on 08/19/2022

Development of the Glaucoma IBs
The development of the domains and items for the
GlauCAT IBs have been described elsewhere.19 At the
end of the content development phase, the GlauCAT
instrument was comprised of 342 items under 10
QoL domains: Visual Symptoms (VS; n = 19); Ocular
Surface Symptoms (OS; n = 22); General Symptoms
(GS; n = 15), Activity Limitation (AL; n = 66); Mobility (MB; n = 20); Emotional (EM; n = 49); Health
Concerns (HC; n = 45); Social (SC; n = 23); Convenience (CV; n = 39); and Economic (EC; n = 22).
Domains were all rated on four- or five-category scales
(see Supplementary Material).19 During preliminary
psychometric assessment,20 the AL domain was found
to be multidimensional, and the Driving (DV; n = 13)
and Lighting (LT; n = 9) domains were subsequently
split from AL and formed into separate domains,
resulting in 12 total IBs for the current analyses.

Assessment of Glaucoma, Visual Fields and
Visual Acuity
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of resolution (logMAR) visual acuity (VA) chart at 4
m. Participants’ vision impairment was categorized as
none (better-eye VA, logMAR ≤ 0.3), mild–moderate
(0.3 < logMAR <1.0), or severe (logMAR ≥ 1.0).

Psychometric Evaluation of the IBs
We performed Rasch analyses separately on each
of the 12 IBs using Winsteps 4.50 software (Winsteps,
Beaverton, OR) using the Andrich single-rating scale
model.26 Rasch analysis is a probabilistic model that
estimates the relative difficulty of items (item measures)
and relative abilities of respondents (person measures)
and aligns them on a common invariant intervallevel scale.27 This allows for the transformation of
ordinal categorical data into estimates of interval-level
data, expressed in log of the odds units, or logits.
A detailed description of the fit statistics and associated item modification processes has been published in
previous item banking work by our group17,18 but is
outlined in brief below. Additionally, any psychometric
amendments involving item deletion were reviewed and
approved by the research team, comprised of members
with content development and psychometric expertise
(REKM, EF, JK, KP, EL) and/or clinical expertise
(REKM, ZCW, SS, KP).

Category Probability Curves
A disordering of category probability curves
(Supplementary Figs. S1–S12) may indicate an underutilization of certain response categories that can be
resolved by collapsing adjacent categories as long as it
is possible to combine the response options and other
Rasch metrics are improved.20
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determine if a cluster of loading items (>0.4) formed
a conceptually relevant second dimension. We also
checked the disattenuated correlations of each of these
clusters; a disattenuated correlation value ≥ 0.8 with
the primary domain indicates a high likelihood that the
cluster is actually measuring a different strand of the
same latent trait.30

Item Fit Statistics
We focused mainly on infit mean square (acceptable
range, 0.5–1.5), as it is a greater threat to measurement
than outfit.31,32 To avoid unnecessary deletion of items,
we explored the z-residuals of individual participant
responses, with a score > |4| (i.e., >4 and <−4), indicating a high likelihood of an erroneous/unpredictable
response. These were given a weightage of zero, with
the process carried out iteratively until satisfactory
item fit statistics were achieved. Item deletion was only
considered if this process did not resolve item misfit
and the expert panel did not deem the item important
for face validity.

Local Item Dependency
A high correlation coefficient (>0.3) between item
residuals of any two items is suggestive of local item
dependency (LID).33 To minimize the effects of LID
on threshold calibrations, we first generated and then
anchored LID-free person measures to all other person
measures within a specific IB. This forces all item
difficulties and rating-scale structures within the IB
to conform with the LID-free person measures and
prevents LID from impacting item difficulties.17

Precision

Targeting

Values of >2.0 and >0.8 are the minimum recommended values for person separation index (PSI)
and person reliability (PR), respectively.28 In our
current analyses, participants with extreme scores
(i.e., minimum or maximum) were removed; responses
removed ranged from six (Emotional) to 169 (Social)
(Supplementary Tables S1–S13). Extreme scores do
not provide any information that can help with understanding how accurately an instrument is able to
measure the QoL trait under assessment.29

Poor targeting occurs when there is a mismatch
between respondents’ ability levels and item difficulty
levels or when items are clustered at particular difficulty levels leaving large gaps.11 Targeting can be
examined through visual inspection of the person–item
map (Supplementary Figs. S13–S24) and calculated as
the difference between the mean item difficulty and
person ability, with a difference of >1.0 logits indicating notable mistargeting.11

Measurement Range
Unidimensionality
We utilized principal component analysis (PCA) to
assess the dimensionality of the IBs.11 If multidimensionality was evident (eigenvalue ≥ 3), we checked the
standardized residual loadings of the first contrast to
Downloaded from intl.iovs.org on 08/19/2022

We determined the measurement range of each IB
by calculating the difference in logits between highest
and lowest item locations. The larger the measurement range, the more information about the measured
construct provided by the items.
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Differential Item Functioning
We utilized differential item functioning (DIF) to
determine if item bias was present for sex and age group
(median breakdown of <73 vs. ≥73 years). We took a
DIF contrast of >1.0 logits with a corresponding P <
0.05 to indicate significant DIF; these items were subsequently deleted from the relevant IBs.17

Level of Dependence Between Different IBs
To assess the level of dependence between the final
IBs and to ensure that they measured independent
QoL constructs, we evaluated the Pearson correlation
coefficient between each IB using individual person
measures.17,18

CAT Simulations
A simulation of how a CAT algorithm performs
is an important step in CAT applications as it allows
developers to explore item selection and stopping
rules and to determine whether the CAT algorithm
is efficient before live testing.34 We conducted CAT
simulations in 1000 simulated respondents using
Firestar-D software with the expected a posteriori
(EAP) estimator and the maximum posterior weighted
information item selection criteria.35 In these simulations, we determined the average number of items
required to achieve standard errors of measurement
(SEMs) of 0.387 and 0.521 (approximating to a reliability of 0.85 and 0.72, respectively).17 We also assessed
the correlations between the IBs and CAT simulated
person measure estimates for both levels of precision.

Results
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Table 1. Participant Sociodemographic and Clinical
Characteristics (N = 293)
Variable
Age (y), mean (SD) (N = 293)
Female gender, n (%) (N = 293)
Glaucoma type (N = 293)
POAG
PACG
Secondary
XFG
Normal tension
Marital status, n (%) (N = 293)
Married
Single/divorced
Education, n (%) (N = 293)
Primary
Secondary
Post-secondary
Employment status, n (%) (N = 293)
Working
Unemployed/retired
Type of treatment, n (%) (N = 293)
Medication
Laser
Surgery
Better-eye glaucoma severity,a n (%)
(N = 247)
Early
Moderate
Advanced
BCVA (logMAR), n (%) (N = 247)
Better-eye VA,b n (%) (N = 247)
None
Mild–moderate
Severe

Value
70.7 (13.2)
132 (45.0)
161 (55.0)
42 (14.3)
40 (13.7)
24 (8.2)
12 (4.1)
171 (58.3)
122 (41.7)
34 (11.6)
165 (56.3)
94 (32.1)
70 (23.9)
223 (76.1)
274 (93.6)
192 (65.5)
167 (57.1)

165 (66.8)
41 (16.6)
41 (16.6)
0.06 (0.05)
215 (87.0)
31 (12.6)
1 (0.4)

a

Based on the Hodapp–Parrish–Anderson grading system.
None, BCVA < 0.32; mild–moderate, 0.3 < BCVA ≤ 1.0;
severe, BCVA > 1.0.
b

Sociodemographic and Clinical
Characteristics
Of the 293 participants recruited (mean age ±
SD, 70.7 ± 13.2 years; 45% female), 161 had POAG
(55%), 42 had angle closure glaucoma (14.3%), 40 had
secondary glaucoma (13.7%), 24 had XFG (8.2%), and
12 had normal tension glaucoma (4.1%) (Table 1). Of
the 247 participants with complete visual and sociodemographic data (84.3%), 165 had early disease (66.8%),
41 had moderate disease (16.6%), and 41 had advanced
disease (16.6%), based on better-eye classifications. In
terms of better-eye VA loss, 215 had no impairment
(87.0%), 31 had mild–moderate loss (12.6%), and one
had severe loss (0.4%).

Downloaded from intl.iovs.org on 08/19/2022

Psychometric Properties of the IBs
The initial psychometric properties, modifications
made to fit Rasch model statistics, and final psychometric properties of the individual IBs are listed in
Supplementary Tables S1 to S13 and summarized in
the Figure. In brief, the DV, LT, MB, EM, and HC
domains required relatively minor modifications to
achieve satisfactory psychometric fit, most of which
involved removal of those with extreme responses,
giving unpredictable respondents a weightage of 0 (DV
domain, n = 2 [Supplementary Table S4]; none needed

Glaucoma Item Bank and Computerized Adaptive Testing

Figure. Summary of modifications made to the original 12
glaucoma item banks. Green, minor modifications (e.g., removal of
extreme responses, misfitting items); yellow, more extensive modifications (i.e., minor modifications plus deletion of items with high
missing data and discounting errant/unpredictable responses); red,
unsolvable psychometric issues.

for the LT, MB, EM, and HC IBs) and removing very
poorly performing items (n = 4 for the EM domain
only) (Supplementary Table S7).
Initially, the SC, EC, and GS IBs demonstrated poor
precision. Deletion of those with extreme responses,
together with giving errant/unpredictable responders a
weightage of zero (n = 34), resolved the poor precision for the EC IB (Supplementary Table S12). Precision for the SC IB improved after deletion of three
items with high missing data (>30%) and six misfitting
items, although the values remained somewhat suboptimal (PSI, 1.87; PR, 0.78) (Supplementary Table S11).

Downloaded from intl.iovs.org on 08/19/2022
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Unfortunately, precision remained very poor for the
GS domain even after extensive and iterative changes
(PSI < 1.0; PR < 0.5) (Supplementary Table S13). As
such, we did not to proceed with CAT simulations for
this IB.
For the AL IB, adequate psychometric properties
were obtained after deleting eight items with high
missing data (n > 50) and giving a further 31 unpredictable respondents a weightage of zero (Supplementary Table S3). In contrast, the CV IB demonstrated
multidimensionality, with 14 items related to treatment
loading substantively (Supplementary Table S9). These
items were split into a separate Treatment Convenience (TCV) IB. Two further items in the CV IB
displayed gross and unsolvable fit statistics and were
deleted, whereas two others with borderline infit values
were retained. The modified 23-item CV IB was then
renamed General Convenience (GCV) to better distinguish it from the TCV IB (Fig.).
The TCV IB displayed disordered thresholds and
poor precision (Supplementary Table S10). The poor
precision was resolved by assigning a weightage of
zero to errant responders (n = 23). However, although
collapsing underused response categories resolved
disordering, it worsened other fit statistics; as such, we
retained the five response categories.
Both the Visual Symptoms (VS) and Ocular Surface
Symptoms (OS) domains showed poor precision,
disordered thresholds, and poor item fit (n = 2
for VS [Supplementary Table S1]; n = 3 for OS
[Supplementary Table S2]). These issues were remediated by removal of extreme responses, assigning a
weightage of zero to errant respondents (n = 3 for VS;
n = 7 for OS), removal of persons with high misfit
(OS, n = 14), and removing one grossly misfitting item
(VS). However, three items in OS still had infit values
>1.5. After discussions with the research team and
reviewing previous focus group discussion logs,19 these
three items were retained due to their perceived importance. Finally, although collapsing underused response
categories for both IBs fixed the disordered thresholds,
it worsened overall fit statistics, and, as such, the original response categories were retained.
We noted poor targeting of item difficulty to participant ability for all IBs, except for DV. In addition,
higher than expected eigenvalues were noted for the
final AL, EM, HC, and GCV IBs suggesting multidimensionality. However, an examination of the disattenuated correlations of the different item clusters within
each bank revealed very high correlations (>0.9),
indicating that they were most likely measuring strands
of the same latent construct (Supplementary Tables
S1–S12). Finally, correlation coefficients of the individual person measures between each IB were all <0.8,

Glaucoma Item Bank and Computerized Adaptive Testing
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Table 2. CAT Simulation Results for GlauCAT IBs
No. of Items
Available for CAT

Domain
VS
AL
MB
EM
HC
TCV
DV
LT
OS
GCV
SC
EC
Total

18
58
20
45
45
14
13
9
22
23
14
22
303

VS
AL
MB
EM
HC
TCV
DV
LT
OS
GCV
SC
EC
Total

18
58
20
45
45
14
13
9
22
23
14
22
303

a

Correlation Between
CAT and IB Person
Measures

Average No. of
Items Used by CAT

Mean SEM of CAT
Administered
Items

SEM = 0.387 (High Precision, for Use in Clinical Trials)
7.9
0.97
5.5
0.94
9.0
0.96
6.7
0.94
5.7
0.94
7.9
0.97
7.1
0.97
8.9
0.99
7.9
0.96
6.6
0.95
6.9
0.97
7.8
0.96
0.96
87.9a
SEM = 0.521 (Moderate Precision, for Use in Clinic Settings)
3.7
3.0
4.3
3.3
3.1
3.9
3.4
4.6
3.9
3.3
3.4
4.1
44a

0.379
0.368
0.379
0.368
0.366
0.377
0.375
0.39
0.376
0.374
0.376
0.374
0.375

0.90
0.88
0.90
0.89
0.91
0.91
0.92
0.93
0.90
0.88
0.91
0.89
0.90

0.494
0.475
0.504
0.495
0.469
0.497
0.493
0.504
0.495
0.486
0.487
0.479
0.490

Total number of items required if all 12 item banks were administered using CAT.

Table 3. Correlation Coefficients Between the Final 12 Domains of the GlauCAT IBs

AL
MB
EM
SC
VS
OS
DV
EC
LT
GCV
HC
TCV

AL

MB

EM

SC

VS

OS

DV

EC

LT

GCV

HC

TCV

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

0.79
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

0.58
0.54
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

0.71
0.62
0.61
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

0.59
0.48
0.47
0.36
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

0.28
0.15
0.39
0.19
0.49
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

0.63
0.63
0.40
0.51
0.47
0.15
—
—
—
—
—
—

0.40
0.35
0.57
0.40
0.42
0.47
0.32
—
—
—
—
—

0.72
0.64
0.54
0.61
0.59
0.38
0.58
0.40
—
—
—
—

0.54
0.52
0.65
0.63
0.43
0.41
0.43
0.62
0.54
—
—
—

0.41
0.39
0.66
0.52
0.38
0.50
0.27
0.61
0.40
0.66
—
—

0.33
0.34
0.45
0.39
0.26
0.44
0.19
0.56
0.39
0.49
0.44
—

Downloaded from intl.iovs.org on 08/19/2022
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supporting the independence of each of QoL domains
assessed by the individual IBs (Table 2).

CAT Simulations
In CAT simulations (0.387 SEM, high precision), all
IBs met this precision cutoff, except for LT, which was
only able to achieve an average SEM of 0.39 with all
nine items administered (Table 3). The average number
of items administered per IB was 7.3 items, ranging
between 5.5 items for AL and 9.0 items for MB and
LT. Of the 303 total items within the 12 final IBs,
29.0% (87.9) were administered in order to reach the
high precision benchmark. Correlations of the CAT
simulated person measures with the IBs were high
(0.94–0.99).
For moderate precision (0.521 SEM), all IBs met
this precision cutoff. Forty-four of 303 items (14.5%)
were administered to reach the stipulated precision,
with an average item count of 3.7 per bank (range, 3.0
items for AL to 4.6 items for LT). Correlations between
the CAT simulated person measures and the IBs were
high (0.88–0.93).

Discussion
In this psychometric assessment of 12 initial
glaucoma-specific QoL IBs (GlauCAT), extensive
remediations, including deletion of poorly performing
items, splitting scales to resolve multidimensionality,
and dropping poorly performing domains, resulted in
12 final IBs, each measuring distinct QoL constructs. In
CAT simulations, all IBs were able to achieve moderate
precision with four or fewer items administered, and 11
of 12 were able to achieve high precision with eight or
fewer items. These 12 final IBs will provide researchers
and clinicians with a comprehensive understanding of
the QoL impact of glaucoma, including relatively novel
constructs such as DV, GCV, TCV, and HC. Moreover,
the use of CAT to administer these IBs will provide
considerable time-savings and reduction in participant
burden. Importantly, as GlauCAT measures distinct
and independent QoL constructs, researchers and clinicians can choose which domains are relevant to their
research or clinical needs.
The CV IB displayed multidimensionality during
psychometric testing that was resolved by further
splitting the IB into individual subdomains assessing
specific convenience traits: TCV for treatment-related
convenience issues and GCV for other non–treatmentrelated convenience matters. This action resulted in
two unidimensional IBs with good psychometric fit.

Downloaded from intl.iovs.org on 08/19/2022
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The presence of multidimensionality in the original
CV IB is not surprising, given that convenience issues
related to treatment are very specific and distinct from
convenience difficulties faced in other aspects of daily
living. It is notable, though, that similar issues have not
been observed with fixed-length questionnaires, and
we suspect that this is because the high number of
treatment-specific convenience items in our IB provides
the magnification necessary to see how groups of
items form into important traits relevant to people
with disease undergoing treatment. As such, future IB
work should consider separate banks to assess these
treatment-related issues during initial conceptualization.
Despite iterative remedial steps, four IBs displayed
suboptimal precision (VS, OS, SC, and GS), with GS
demonstrating such poor performance that we opted
not to carry out further analyses on this IB. The suboptimal performance of the GS domain may be related
to the differential non-ocular symptomology among
the different types of glaucomas (open-angle, angleclosure, and secondary glaucomas) present in our study
population. For example, headaches are almost always
associated with angle-closure rather than open-angle
disease.36 In contrast, because precision for the SC,
VS, and OS IBs was close to the stipulated cut-off, we
retained the scales due to perceived importance in the
context of QoL changes consequent to glaucoma and
its associated interventions based on a comprehensive
content review of available glaucoma QoL questionnaires, qualitative participant responses,20 and input
from clinicians on our research team. The observed
poor precision may be due to a lack of variance in
our sample population, in particular the low number
of persons with VA loss (mean VA, 0.06).28
In addition, we observed poor targeting of item
difficulty to participant ability in all of our IBs except
for DV. Specifically, the items appeared to be somewhat
too “easy” relative to the average ability level of our
participants, possibly related to the generally excellent VA of our clinical sample. This is expected as
people with glaucoma suffer little loss of vision until
the disease is quite advanced.37,38 Poor targeting can be
resolved by adding additional items of higher perceived
difficulty level into the IBs, a task that is relatively
simple to perform in item banking by estimating the
calibration of new items relative to existing ones using
Rasch analysis.39
Our promising simulation results demonstrate the
viability of operationalizing IB administration using
CAT, with this approach having distinct advantages over traditional paper-and-pencil questionnaire
administration.15,40 Only between six and nine items
across 11 of the 12 IBs were required to achieve
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high-precision QoL estimates; LT, comprised of only
nine items, was the only bank not able to achieve the
stipulated precision (0.387), although the final estimate
was still relatively precise (0.39). Such brevity, together
with automated scoring via CAT and the ability to pick
and choose which IBs to administer, is highly valued in
busy clinical settings, where clinicians might have little
time to quantify patients’ QoL scores. In view of the
current push toward value-based clinical care,9 we have
developed an online CAT testing platform (PROMinsight) using Concerto open-source software that can
be implemented on any smart device, enabling realtime scoring and reporting of data.41 Indeed, a pilot
study conducted in glaucoma clinics at Massachusetts
Eye and Ear Institute, where 216 glaucoma patients
completed six GlauCAT tests on a tablet device while
waiting to see their treating doctor,42,43 showed that
patients took just 8 minutes and 5 seconds (median) to
complete all six GlauCAT tests,43 providing real-world
evidence of the feasibility of implementing GlauCAT
in routine clinical care.
Strengths of our study include a rigorous, comprehensive, and validated framework within which the
IBs were developed and psychometrically assessed,17,18
with the pragmatic efforts to rehome groups of
items contributing to multidimensionality, rather than
resorting to unnecessary deletion of items. We also
purposively recruited participants across a range of
glaucoma subtypes and severities in order to capture
responses across the spectrum of participant ability
levels. However, a few limitations should also be noted.
Our cutoff for detecting LID was more lenient (0.3
rather than 0.2), and we may have missed noteworthy LID as a result, thus artificially inflating reliability
and precision estimates. Similarly, we used a conservative cutoff for detecting DIF (>1.0) and therefore
may have missed accounting for moderate to large
DIF for some items. Moreover, some important clinical variables, such as VFD and VA, were missing from
participant case notes, which then precluded us from
evaluating potential DIF in these variables. Finally, our
sample did not include many patients with primary
angle-closure glaucoma (PACG), which may mean our
calibrations are less robust in Asian populations, where
the prevalence of PACG is higher (0.7%) compared to
that in white populations (0.2%–0.4%).44 Our group
is currently developing and validating a glaucoma
CAT system among multiethnic Singaporeans with
glaucoma to address this issue.
In conclusion, our 12 GlauCAT IBs demonstrate adequate psychometric properties that enable
a comprehensive and novel assessment of glaucomaspecific QoL. CAT simulations revealed the potential for highly precise QoL measurements with only
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a fraction of total items within each bank required.
Several implementation trials are currently ongoing
and will be informative in evaluating the performance
of GlauCAT in real-world and clinical trial settings.
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